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ALFALFA AS AN ORCHARD COVER CROP 

Arizona orchardists must realize sooner or later that all clas!eSl 
of trees draw heavily upon the available plant food supply of the
boil and eventually become unproductive unless proper ferldizem 
are added. Instead, therefore, of the common practice of promis
cuous intercropping and consequent removal of fertility other thaa 
the ttees themselves use, it would be far more profitahle to add 
fertilizing constituents for their use. Southwestern solls generaBy 
are rich in all neces~ary plant food, except nitrogen aJad hu
mus; hut. in these they are deficient. This deficiency, howeve:l". 
may be easily taken care of by the application of barnyard ma.»ures, 
green manuring crops and organic matter in other forms. The follow
ing statement gives the percentages of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, aM 
potash as they occur in Maricopa sandy loam, and in a standard fertile
sot!: 

P 
N,tro~ .. ",d --,-, , ....... .-

Maricopa sandy loam ....... .. .. . .. 00 • 0.11 0" 
Standard for fertile soli. ..... . .. .. . ....... 0.10 0.1<1 & 3ft 

Difference ....... -OS + 01 + .. . ---
It is readily observed that pbospho.tlc acid and potash au

abt1ndantly present occurring as 0.11 percent and 0.7-6 percent rei!>
spectively. The nitrogen content, however, is exceedingly low, beiag 
but 0.04 percent, while 0.10 percent is considered nece.$aXY fOf: .:J 

fertile soil. 
A crop of 600 bt1shels of appl~ per aqr.e !'emoves a total of J 12 

pounds of nitrogen, 25 pot1nds of phosphoric acid and 131 pounds 01 
potash, valued at $16.80 for nitrogen, $1.32 for phosphoric, acid and 
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$6.54 for potash, or a total of $24 66 annually per acre. A 40-
bushel wheat crop removes $13 65 worth of these constituents while 75
bushels of oats per acre contains them to the value of $14.61 at com-
parable valuations. Peaches and other fruits require about the same
amounts as apples. Still, with these facts known, the fruit grower is
content to allow the grain farmer to fertilize, but completely ignores
a more urgent demand in his own orchard. Considering the nitrates
present in the average soil, and the requirements of the various fruit
crops, it is safe to conclude that the average Arizona orchard is in
great need of nitrogenous fertilization. It will not only invigorate
the wood growth of the tree, but it will materiality improve the
quality of the fruit

Green manuring crops of various kinds may be useH to supply
needed nitrogen and humus. Among these the legumes ere logically
preferable since they add, when turned under, nitrogen gathered
from the soil air as well as organic matter, that in breaking clown
forms humus.

A crop of alfalfa which would yield say one ton of an dry hay
per acre would, when turned under, add approximately the following
amounts of fertilizing constituents to the soil 221 Ib nitrogen,
worth $33.25; 150.0 Ib. potash, worth $7.50; and 56 2 Ib. phosphoric
apid worth $2.92, making a total fertilizing value of W3.67. Before
tfiis fertilizing value can be realized, however, the alfalia must be
destroyed and turned under.

On the other hand, the use of alfalfa in orchards s s a permanent
interculture or cover crop from which several cuttings of hay are
t^ken each year, may be decidedly detrimental as the following data

i will indicate. In 1904 at the Station Farm near Phoenix a strip
of alfalfa 18 feet wide and extending the full length of the peach row
A, was sown at the same time the trees were set,while the adjoining
row B was given clean cultivation. Four years later, 1808, a sum-
marization of notes from the field records reads "All trees in the

f alfalfa have been distinctly injured. The three Alexanders did the
best, all being alive and about one-half the size of the clean culture
trees. Two of the three Sylphide Clings are dead and the third one
scarcely survives. The three Salways are in poor condition being
hardly one-half the size of the clean culture trees, while the three
Picquet, late fared even worse, one being dead and the remaining
two \ ery small The Americana plums are entirely gone while those
under clean culture are large and thrifty." In order to observe the
effect when alfalfa was planted after the trees were four years old,
ready to bear, and well established, a second row C of the peach
orchard was sown to alfalfa. Row B, lying now between rows
A and C, both in alfalfa, received no fertilizer, but was cultivated
clean during the seasons, water being applied to each row alike
during the irrigation period. Row D, clean culture, lies next to row
C, but is less influenced by the alfalfa than row B, and for that
reason is included in the test. Observations by the writer began in
September 1912, data on three particular points being obtained:
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1. Effect on wood growth of different varieties of trees.,
2. Effect on amount of fruit production and quality.
3. Effect on nitrogen and humus content of the soil.

TABLE I.—SHOWING AVERAGE WOOD GROWTH OF THE SAME VARIETY
OF PEACH TREES IN ALFALFA AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF

GROWTH AND UNDER CLEAN CULTURE, EXPERI-
MENT STATION FARM, 1914

K.QW

A

B

C

D

Condi-
tion of
cultiva-

tion

Alfalfa
since
1904

Clean
culture
since
1904
Clean

culture
1904-08
alfalfa

No trees m row

No
planted
m 1904

12

12

1908-14! 12
Clean

culture
since
1904 12i

No re-
maining

1914

9

10

11

12

Average spread
m feet of
each tree

11 44

14 26

14 52

15 58

Aveiage height
m feet, of
each tree

11 04

11 37

12 13

11 99 *

Vol of trunk
incu ft aver-
age measure-

ments for
each tree

2 070

3 748

4 790

4 218

Average increase
in volume of
trunk, March
1913 to Jan.

1914

.496

.291

.isa

.684

EFFECT ON WOOD GROWTH OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES
OF TREES

PEACH tRBBS

All the trees of rows A, B, C» and D were carefully measured
March 3, 1913 and January 27, 1914 as follows: Circumference aad
height of trunk, greatest diameter through the limbs termed" spread,"
and the greatest height of limbs. Row A has been in alfalfa cpn«tinu-
ously since 1904; row B clean culture continuously since 190^; row
C clean culture from 1904 to 1908, then planted to alfalfa; rpw*D
dean culture since planting 1904. The figures in the table are aver-
ages secured from the two measurements made.

In considering the table, row A shows one-fourth of the trees to
be dead. The notes from the records state these were dead before
1908. The remaining nine trees were smaller in every way, than
those in the adjoining row B under clean culture, having an average
spread of 11.44 feet, an average height of 11.04 feet and an average
cubic volume of trunk of 2.070 feet; as against an average spread of
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14.26 feet, an average height ot 11.37 feet and an average cubic
volume of trunk of 3.748 cu. ft. for the trees of row B. Row C
planted to alfalfa when the trees were four years old, however,
compares very favorably with B having but one dead tree as against
two in row B,"and having a spread of .26 feet, a height of .76 feet and
cubic volume of trunk of 1.042 cubic feet greater than B. Row D
gives the best account in percentage of live trees having now growing
one hundred percent of the initial planting of 1904, and exceeds in
spread row C by 1.06 feet. The height is .14 feet and the volume of
trunk is .572 cubic feet less, respectively, than for row C^which excels
in these measurements. It will be observed that the height in every
case is not far different, due presumably to the method of pruning
back uniformly all trees. The spread and volume of trunk, however,
show marked differences in favor of clean culture and planting alfalfa,
if at all, after the trees are ready to bear. That row B under clean
cultivation continuously shows two dead trees as against the one
dead one of row C planted to alfalfa when the trees were four years
old, and 1.042 cubic feet less of trunk volume than the latter may be
due to the close proximity of this row to the alfalfa row A, as the
space between the trees of row B and the alfalfa is only eight feet.
Alfalfa at this distance could easily retard the progress of young
trees since its root system a few months after planting makes a rapid
and extensive growth which draws heavily upon the water and food
supply of the less rapidly and vigorously growing tree. The column
showing the increase in trunk volume, from March 3, 1913 to Janu-
ary 27, 1914 indicates that the vitality of the trees is not greatly
reduced by the presence of alfalfa. By a comparison, row A with
,496 cubic feet of trunk volume ranks second; row D first, making
an increase of .684 cubic feetjrow B third,with .291 cubic feet,and row
•C fourth, with .183 cubic feet. It Is safe to conclude that the most
•seriojis retardation of growth occurs while the trees are young, and
alfalfa should not be sown with them at that time. The data pre-
sented by row C emphasize strongly this fact, but also indicate
that under certain conditions alfalfa may really reflect service to
the trees even if left indefinitely without being plowed under. Such
cases would be where conditions are such that too much wood growth
occurs at the expense of fruit production, and where excessive sub-
terranean water exists. However, it must be conceded that row D
In clean culture presents a persistent, steady, healthy, wood growth
for the entire nine years and under normal conditions indicates that
cksn culture is better than any permanent planting of alfalfa in an
orchard. However, it is undoubtedly true that alfalfa or some other
gyee» manure crop planted and plowed under each year would con-
stitute a still better orchard practice than clean culture,

BATOIS

Data om date palm® at Ytaoa grtwiag with alfalfa and un<fer
ci^vatHMi are shown ia II, All pfehps were set
krigated mi treated otiterwise alike.
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TABLE II.—DATE) PALMS IN ALFALFA AND UNDER CLEAN CULTURE,
YUMA DATE ORCHARD, 1914

Rows

1, 2, 3 . . .

3,4,5 .:.

S, 6, 7 . .

No palms

18

13

19

Date set

With alfalfa
May, 1905
With alfalfa

May and June, 1905
With alfalfa

May and June, 1905.

No years
in alfalfa

1

4

8

No years
clean culture

7

4

0

Average trunk
volume cu ft.

0 61

8 33

4 59

Little can be said in favor of alfalfa as a cover crop for date
palms. More than double (5.02 cubic feet more) the growth is
made where alfalfa was grown but one year than where it remained
continuously for eight years with the palms. Even with four years
to alfalfa and four years to clean cultivation there is nearly twice the
growth made with eight years in alfalfa. The date palm is a vigorous
grower and responds even more readily to improved cultural condi-
tions than does the peach tree. According to the information for
the peach trees, rows 1, 2 and 3 of the palms would have made even
greater increases if alfalfa had not been planted with them.

APPLES

Ten thousand apple trees were set in Utah at one time by the
writer, 4000 being planted in six-foot strips of freshly broken alfalfa
and the remaining 6000 being planted in well prepared land pre-
viously cropped to grain. Thirty-five percent set in the alfalfa,
never started at all, while but 10 percent were lost in the old land.
"The 65 percent that started in the alfalfa made during the first year
only one-half the growth of the 90 percent starting in the old broken
•ground.

ORNAMENTALS

The effect of alfalfa on the growth of ornamentals may be even
more detrimental than upon fruit trees. Two Cedrus deodara grow-
ing on the University campus in front of the library, were planted
at the same time and received ample irrigation, one has been in an
alfalfa plot continuously, and one in the cultivated flower bed,
•separated only by a walk. Table III summarizes the data.

TABLE in.—Cedrus deodara IN ALFALFA AND UNDER CLEAN CULTURE
CAMPUS, TUCSON, 1914

Age

6 y w$
6 years

CcmditiQ;n ©I
cultivation

In Alfalfa
ttmtfcitktt&ly.

OuMvmted

Diameter
at ground

1.25"
2.75"

Height

8ft.
11.8 ft.

Relative
volume

1
7
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The differences here are strikingly in favor of clean cultivation.
The relative volume of the tree in alfalfa is only 1-7 that of the tree
cultivated. In the case of ornamentals a heavy wood growth is
especially desirable, hence the growing of alfalfa with them is decided-
ly against good practice.

EFFECT ON FRUIT PRODUCTION AND QUALITY

Figures for peaches alone were available. The yields here given
seem somewhat low, but the culls fell from the trees and \\ ere lost,
also the heavy pruning of the previous year reduced considerably
the fruit-bearing limbs Table IV represents only the salable fruit
from each tree and each row. The first grade peaches were uniform
in size, highly colored and firm, the second grade were over-ripe,
smaller and not well colored.

. — QUANTITY AND QUAI/ItY Off FRUIT FROM PEACH
STATION FARM NEAR PHOENIX, 1913

Row

A
B.. .
C..
D ..

No
bearing

trees

9
10
11
12

Average
number Ib

fruit per
tree

22
65
45 5
50 6

Quality fruit

1st
grade
m Ib

15
45
30
35

2nd
grade
mlb

Value per Ib

1st
grade

3c on
7 tree

20
15 5
15 6

tt
it

2nd
grade

2c on
tree

«
a
"

Returns per row

Total Ib
Ibt

grade

135
450
330
420

2nd
grade

63
200
170 5
187 2

Receipts
from
each
row

% 5 31
17 50
13 31
16 34

The superior practice of clean cultivation is forcibly shown in
the receipts from each row, since both B and D in clean culture, gave
"higher returns than A and C in alfalfa. From point of quality, also,
the cultivated rows produced 30.76 percent and 30.83 percent of sec-
ond grade fruit as against 31.81 percent and 34.06 percent for the
rows in alfalfa. It is logical to suppose that the same condition would
prevail for the production and quality of dates,apples and other fruits
for which figures were not available. Fisher of the Montana Experi-
ment Station found the heaviest yield of apples from trees of the
same age grown in sod to be 232 boxes per acre, while tinder clean
culture it was 465 boxes per acre (Montana Bui. No. 66).

EFFECT ON THE NITROGEN AND HUMUS OF THE SOII,

The common belief of farmers and orchardists that alfalfa may
be grown indefinitely for hay, and three to five cuttings removed
4uring the season still with an increase of nitrogen in the soil is erro-
neous The alfalfa plant derives its nitrogen supply in part from
the soil air by means of bacteria living on its roots and may not
dimmish the nitrogen already present in the soil. If, however,
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the plant is plowed under, the nitrogen gathered from the soil air
and stored in the roots, stems and leaves, is released and results in
an actual increase of this element in the land. Here too, the organic
matter thus supplied by the parts of the plant in decaying, materially
increases the humus content. Soil samples were taken from the mid-
dle of each peach row in May 1913, and analyzed for nitrogen and
humus Table V presents the results.

TABLE V.—NITROGEN AND HUMUS CONTENT OF PEACH ORCHARD SOILS
IN ALFALFA AND UNDER CLEAN CULTURE, EXPERIMENT

STATION FARM, 1914

Row

A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D

Depth of sample

0-12 inches
0-12 '
0-12 "
0 12

12-24 "
1224 '
12-24 "
12-24 "
24-36 "
24-36
24-36 "
24-36 "

State of cultivation

Alialfa
Clean cultivation
Cultn ated and alfalfa
Clean cultiv°tirn
Alfalfa
Clean cultivation
Culti\ated and alfalfa
Clean cultivation
Alfalfa
Clean cultivation
Cultivated and alfalfa
Clean cultivation

Nitrogen
percent

0 0384

Humus
percent

0 25
0 0516 | 0 39
0 0504
0 0542
0 0077
0 0315
0 0315
0 0297
0 0384
0 0456
0 0332
0 0288

0 32
0 38
0 39
0 19
0 26
0 21
0 27
0 21
0 22
0 22

In the first foot both the nitrogen and humus content is lower
in row A than in any other row. The percentage of nitrogen in row
C is highest, but the percent of humus is highest in both the cultivated
plots. In the second foot the alfalfa plots show marked increases in
both the nitrogen and humus percentages over the cultivated rows.
In the third foot, however, the slight differences are in favor of the
cultivated areas. The total nitrogen of the upper three feet of alfalfa
plot A is .1445, of cultivated plot B ,1287, alfalfa and cultivated
plot C .1241, and of cultivated plot D .1127 percent. This grouping
shows a slight increase in the nitrogen content of row A over B, of
row B over C, and of row C over D, but the amounts are so small
as to be of little significance. The same condition exists in each
case concerning the total humus of the upper three feet. Hence it
appears that where no cultivation is practiced, the humus and nitro-
gen content of the soil taken from the living alfalfa field may be less
than on clean cultivated or naked soil. This is in agreement with
the results of Stewart of the Utah Station who found that cropping
dry-farm land to alfalfa decreased the nitrogen and humus supply
below that of the adjacent virgin soil (Utah Bui. No. 109.) The bene-
fit to be derived from growing alfalfa or any other legume in an orch-
ard is first obtained when it is turned under and the humus and nitro-
gen contained in its stubble are added to and made available in the
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soil. On the other hand, so long as the alfalfa is alive, it draws both
water and plant food from the soil and thus competes with the orch-
ard trees in the same menntr &s just so many weeds. If alfalfa be
grown in an orchard £S a cover or green manure crop, it should be
plowed under every >ecr, but its limited growth during the first
season and the difficulty -with ^liich it is destroyed by turning under
make strongly against it for this purpose.

Such legumes as Canada field peas, winter and spring vetch, and
yellow sweet clover (Mclilotus indica] fill the requirements of green
manure crops in orchards much better than alfalfa. Any of these
crops in Arizona make a quick and vigorous growth if planted in
October and will be ready to plow under in March or April. This
constitutes an almost ideal condition in orchard management as the
green manure crop is off before spraying, before the heavy irrigation
season, and before the harvesting seasons are on, thus facilitating
operations with the developing crop and economizing in water,
Whippoorwill cowpeas may be made profitable as a summer cover
and green manure crop. Being planted in July they may be turned
under in October. They add much humus and nitrogen and also-
keep the soil cool during the hot summer months.

CONCLUSIONS

Arizona orchard soils are deficient in nitrogen and humus. Trees
require large quantities of these elements.

The wood growth of trees such as peaches, date palms, apples
and ornamentals is seriously retarded by the presence of growing
alfalfa, especially during the early life of the tree.

After the trees are in bearing the wood growth is Got so much
retarded by alfalfa, but the production of fruit is less than under
clean culture and the quality is not so good.

With alfalfa still growing on the land and yielding annually
several crops of hay, there is no appreciable increase of the nitrogen
and humus supply in the soil over the adjacent cultivated plot, after
being in alfalfa nine years.

There is no appreciable increase of the nitrogen and humus
supply in the soil over the adjacent cultivated plot, after being In
alfalfa nine years.

Alfalfa should be turned under to be effective as a fertilizer but
its habits of growth are not well adapted to such a practice for short
periods,

^ Canada field peas, winter vetch, and yellow sweet clover (M*tih»
tus indica) are much better adapted as orchard cover crops, since they
make a quicker, heavier, growth from October to March and are
more easily eradicated than alfalfa.

A, M.


